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OFFICAL ELECTION WEEK TO OPEN TUESDAY
ORGANIZATION LEADERS WILL BE
NOTED
BRITISH
JUDGING
HELD
It Looks
CfiOSEN TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
VISITOR
W
I
L
L
UP
BY
ABSENCE
From Here
of Class
OF DRJCGEE LECTURE HERE Official Nominees For Organizational Election
Officers Set For

\r

The issue between the President
and the Supreme Court occupies
the front pages again this week
with the lineup for the Senate
fight still unchanged. It is a
Other Candidates May Be Added by Nomination From The Floor
clear fight of New Deal versus the
Presidents and vice-president
College Government Association
Republicans and the old line Deof the College Government AssoPresident
Eolyne Greene, Joan Butler
mocrats. There is & sprinkling of
ciation, the Y. W. C. A. and the
Vice-president
Mary Kethley, Rebecca Willson
liberal opposition to the court plan
Recreation Association will be
Sir Herbert Ames, first "World
Judging of the pictures enterSecretary
Eloise Wilson, Betty Lott
but this opposition is because^ the ed in the Colonnade amateur pho- Treasurer" and former member
elected
in chapel on Tuesday as
Treasurer
Mary Greene, Charlotte Payne
plan is not drastic enough to suit tography contest which was sched- of the Canadian Parliament, will
"Election Week" officially opens!
Clerk,of Court
Mary Bartlett, Cohyn Bowers
Official candidates will be anthem rather than because it is too uled for the afternoon of Thurs- be on the campus March 31 and
Young Women's Christian Association
nounced
by the nominating comday, March 4, was postponed due April 1. He will speak to the
radical.
President
-Margaret Garbutt, Lucile Morton
mittee and additional candidates This is not the first time in his- to the absence from the city of student body on the night of MarFirst Vice-president
Margaret Fowler, TeCoah Harner
ch
31
on
"British
Foreign
Policy
one
of
the
judges.
Dr.
Sidney
Memay be added to the list by nomitory that a president has turned
Second Vice-President
Edith' Crawford, Betty Holloway
nation from the floor.
on the court and fought its grow- Gee who was to have assisted in at Geneva—Mr. Baldwin's DilemSecretary
Vallie Enloe, Charlotte Edwards,
ma."
Sir
Herbert
will
stay
overthe
selection
of
the
prize-winning
. In the event that there is suffiing power. It all began with Jeft
Mignonette Stocker
cient
time on Tuesday secretaries
ferson who viewed the court with pictures left for Atlanta on Wed- night and will speak in chapel on
Treasurer
Marion Arthur, Emily Jordan,
April
1
on
"Does
German
Rear,
nesday
to
attend
the
session
of
for the three organizations will
considerable concern, and its clasEleanor Swann
mament Necessarily Mean War?"
sic example is Jackson, who on the University Council.
also be elected. If the election
Recreation Association
He
is
coming
to
the
campus
under
the occasion of the court under
of presidents and vice presidents
Since those who attended the
President
Frances Roane, Beth Morrison
the. leadership • of John Marshall council will return to the cam- the auspices of the International
takes up all of chapel, WednesVice-President
Mary Cole, Catherine Reddick
deciding against his wishes in the pus, today, judging will b begun Relations club in connection with
day's session will begin with the
Secretary
Eleanor Peebles, Charlotte Helmes
the
Carnegie
Endowment
for
InGeorgia Cherokee Indian case either this afternoon or on Monselection of the three secretaries.
Treasurer
Annie Lou Winn, Marguerite Spears,
said, "John Marshall has made his day at the latest. Winners in the ternational Peace, and will be enAlso to be elected in chapel on
Edith Jeanne Dickey
tertained
by
the
club
while
he
is
decision, now let him enforce it" two divisions will be announced
Wednesday are the trasurers for
They came a cropper on that one, in next week's edition of the Col- here.
the three organizations and the
Sir Herbert is a Canadian,
for there was nothing to be done. onnade.
clerk of court of the College Govthough
at
present
living
for
most
The proposed changes will be no
Through the courtesy of Miss
ernment Association. This vote
especial surprise to the court. Virginia Satterfield the prize of the year in the United States.
will complete organizational elecThey have been changed before. winning pictures along with those! His experience in public service
tions. ' .
The original number was five, meriting honorable mention will is long and varied. For eight
night class elect,
then up to nine, then Jefferson be exhibited in the Beesonx Read- years he. was a member of the
1
9 ionsOnforThursday
next
year's
sophomore,
Montreal City Council. From 1904
allowed it to drop to six when he ing Room.
junior and senior classes will-be
failed to appoint anyone to fill a
It is the plan of the Colonnade to 1920, he represented his native
held.
The place for each individual
vacancy, and then, during John- to sponsor this photography con. city, Montreal, in the Dominion
class to meet to hold its elections
son's administration the number test annually in cooperation with Parliament. He was chairman of
will be announced later in the
was reduced to (six by' the senate the Spectrum, so'as to provide the the Select Standing committee < on
week.
..,;•' ., , .,•„
upon the occasion of the death of year book with the pick of cam- Banking and Commerce of that
On Friday the newly elected
fhree members so as to prevent pus snapshots for use in the feat- body for nine years.
leaders
will be inducted into office
During the World War he was
Johnson from appointing anyone ure sections. In the future the
during chapel exercises.
else. It was restored to its pres- contest will probably be held fair- Honorary Secretary-General of
The
Juniors'
year
will
reach
its
G.
S.
C.
W.
will
be
the
scene
of
All of the elections will be carent number and now is faced with ly early in the winter quarter. the Canadian Patriotic Fund,
;
climax
tonight
with
the
annual
which
organization
raised
and
dis
ried
on under the supervision of
an
attempted
murder
next
Wedthe possibility of an increase.
It is expected that the same
The real reason behind the pre. rules will be in effect in next tributed nearly $50,000,000 for the class dance. The dance will be nesday night! An innocent bride is the College Government Associasjdent's move is rather apparent. year's contest which will' allow support of the wives and depend, in the library from 8:00 till 12:00, locked between "double doors" in tion as provided for by the consti- ,
tution of that body. Seniors will ,
He 'would probably prefer a con- the entering of films taken at any ent relatives of Canadian soldiers.
with the Tech Ramblers playing. a secret chamber. It's all in
In
1919
Sir
Herbert
was
invited
stitutional amendment, but it is a time on the campus, 'so keep your
assist in the carrying on of the
The high point of the dance will Double Door which will be pre- elections, but seniors, will also cast
foregone conclusion that such a best pictures which you take be- to assume the post of Financial
course would take too long and tween now and contest time next Director or "Treasurer". of the be the Junior lead-out. The of- sented by the Jesters March 10 in their ...votes in the election of all
prevent the enactment of many year to enter in the 1938 Colon- League of Nations Secretariat, ficers of the class will be at the the auditorum at 8:15.
organizational officers.
If
you
haven't
seen
the
piclaws the president considers es- nade Amateur Photography con. then being organized in London. head of the procession, which will
This year marks the first time
ture, Double Door, be sure that that an elected nominating com.
(Continued on page 4)
sential to his second term. The test.
come from upstairs, a double line you see the play, and if you have
fault is with the constitution itmittee has been used in selecting
being formed, this breaking when seen the picture—well, it will be candidates" for the various offices
self, and the course of the presithe girls and their dates reach the worth your time and money, to see of the three organizations. This
dent is the same as that of con.
gress on so many occasions, one
main floor and the lead-out dance it on the stage.
plan of nomination supplants the
The
Van
Bret
household
has
of "getting /around" the Constituold form of nomination by secret
will be a medely of two numbers.
been run by Victoria Van Bret ballot of the entire student body,
tion. That document 'provided a
The chaperones for the dances since her father has died, and she
cumbersome and' slow method of
necessitating many run-over balare Dr. and Mrs. Wells, Dr. and holds a tight rein on her brother.
amendment, deliberately entailing
(Continued on page 4)
and her sister, Caroline.
an enormous majority.' Some In the Emory Wheel, we notice a book, making the average 36 Mrs. Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. Cor- Rip,
critics, such1 as Beard, point out a column Facts from the Stacks. per cent. In the Freshman class, nelius, Mr. and Mrs. Capel, Mr. While sick, Rip falls in love with
that this was'done to prevent the Following are some facts from out of 629 pupils, 165, or 25 per D'Andrea, Mr. Stokes, Miss Lena his nurse, Anne, and decides to
Martin, Miss Iva Chandler, Miss marry he- much against Viccommon people from taking'too our stacks that we think it might cent, did not check out a book.
Adams,
Dr. and--Mrs. McGflte, Dr. toria's wu \ s . After the marri.
In, all 5364 books were taken
direct a hand in changing the be well for the student body as a
out of the library. Of course, and Mrs. Walden, and the Junior age the co* 'e live at the Van
Constitution. At any rate it is whole to know.
The Commerce club held its regIn the fall quarter of this school Fiction led this list with 2038 of housemothers, Mrs. Bates, Mrs. Bret home a.1 Anne is treated ular monthly meeting' Friday
possible for any thirteen states, to
block the will of all the-rest. Op. year, a total of 1305 students were those books being in that class. Cone, Mrs. Middlebrooks, Mrs. like a stranger! For friendship night at seven o'clock, at which
Anne is forced to go to her fri- time plans were discussed for a
.ponents of a measure might not counted. Out of this group 363 Following are the number of Martin and Mrs. Christian.
Invited
as
stags
are
members
of
end, John Sully, for Victoria keeps campaign following up the patent
find it so difficult to "get to" did not check out a single t book books of each type checked out,
Freshman
Council,
Sophomore
Rip busy handling the affairs of medicine campaign; now going; on^
listed
in
regard
to
the
number
from
the
library.
(This
tabulathirteen legislatures and our hisCommission,
Y,
Rec,
and
College
the estate. Masters become ye,ry ; V; The club hopes to, make '• studi
tory abounds with' incidents of tion does not include reserve checked out: Literature, 1091; SoGovernment
officers,
Dormitory
complicated when Victoria hires a ents interested iii; ; and insistent
ciology,
653;
Natural
Science,
279;
"fixed" legislatures. There is one books). This makes a per cent of
officers,
class
officers
and
town
detective to follow Anne, when she upon; the;scientific ;. testing •!of
instance in Georgia history, the about 27 1.2 who did not check out Fine Arts, 254; History, 229; Biogirls
officers.
goes
out.
graphy,
214;
Useful
Arts,
190;
Yaxoo Land Fraud in which it a book. The Senior class lists 136'
everything, they. ;,corisunie;£x '-^sk^
The chairmen of the committees In Double Door emphasis v Prances Manhh)g;; has recently
later developed that every member students in their number and out Philosophy, 169; Philology, 56;
1
of the legislature was bribed ex- of these 27 did not check out a Religion, 43; General Works, 19.,, working on the dance are as fol- is being laid on scenery, | in been elected[president ofithei club ;
cept one! Knowing this Mr. Roose. book, or 12 per cent of the class. According to calculations made, lows: Betty Shell, decoration; contrast to Little Women, which to: ;fill the ^yacancyvmade' sbyvithe"'^
velt'is trying to get his reforms Out of 190 Juniors, 37 or 15 per considering every student in the Ruth Thomas, refreshment; Joan laid emphasis on costuming. Spe. resignation of; Jeaiiei Armour and f
through the back door so to speak, cent did not check out a book. In school, of the 2038 fiction books Butler, invitations; Jeane Armour, cial framework is being; imade^flo
Lott; ;has;:beeiti^
and Lucy. Caldwell, np- that the stage will be turned';;'' into 'p^esidOTt^^he^
and is' frankly * "packing the a 350 student Sophomore class 134 checked out ' 1,5 books to each orchestra;,
breaks cards.
a dreary paneled ro(mM:M:^'M.^
of those students did not check out
, (Continued on page 3);
(Continued on page 4)'

Contest Winners To
Be Revealed In
Next Issue
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Foreign Affairs
Will Be Topic
' Of Main Talks

Offices

Thursday Night

Juniors Dance Jesters Stage
To Melody of Mystery Play
"Ramblers' 'Double Door

Tech Ramblers Are Emphasis Placed On
Invited Guests At
Scenery In
Jr. Open-House
Melodrama
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With the innovation of attractAs we go to press elaborate '
ive prints in the hall.of Arts inpreparations are being made for
If we get anything to us, it'll be
stead of a parade of deceased
By Josephine Lawrence
the junior dance come this Saturwhat we can grab."
presidents lining the walls, one is
"The Sound of Running Feet"
The action hinges around the day evening—or should I say a
less likely to feel as if he were Josephine Lawrence's latest novel
Published Weekly During School Year, Except During1 Holidays
proposal of an employee-employer third—class dance? If,the senior
and Examination' Periods By The Students of The
in museum rather than a class- is fast edging itself into that
contract, drawn up by the' office dance was a /first class dance—
room building when he enters the group of books designated as best force headed by Gregory Marsh.
and it was, I have Colonnade
main, hall of Arts. The Art De- sellers—books which have for one The Luth brothers, the heads of
MILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA
reason or another gained that elu- the concern, express, their willing- headlines to back me up on t h a t partment sponsored the movement
sive, much coveted, yet equally
Corner Hancock and Clark Streets
then the sophomore dance was a
to make the entrance ^to the build- muchxto be distrusted mark of ness to sign the contract, make it
Subscription Price $1*00 Per Year
binding for a year. However, they second class dance, which makes
ing more cheerful, and will be in approbation—popular approval.
can not alter the payroll in ac- Saturdays dance . a third
class
Entered) as second-class matter October 30, 1928, at the post ofcharge
of
selecting
other
pictures
Like
"If
I
Have
Four
Apples"
cordance
to
the
demands
of
the
fice, Milledgeville, Ga., under tha Act of March 3, 1879."
dance in spite of all the juniors
'
to replace the ones which are now one of her earlier novels, "The contract—but they will agree to
up before they get as tiresome to Sound of Running Feet" is so any adjustment agreed upon by may say.
EDITORIAL STAFF
steeped in economic gloom that to the entire staff within •itself. To
To continue about the danceEditor
Evelyn Aubry the frequenter of Aits as did the
my mind it is distinctly depress- be signed, however, the contract speaking of elaborate preparations
Associate Editor
Lucy Caldwell sight of our late lamented federal ing . . . absorbing, yes; well writmust represent the demands of the
News Editors
Jeane Armour, Mary Kethley executives.
we know of one sophomore who
ten, undoubtedly; timely, clear-cut entire staff. Any salary adjust,
Feature Editor
Marion Arthur
With all due respect and re- in characterization-^all of these, ment would necessitate the cutting already has her dress pressed in
Sports Editors
Sue Thomason, Betty Donaldson
verence to o.ur law makers of but to the reader mainly concern- of the salaries of the older em- anticipation of a,call for stags at
Exchange Editor
Jane Suddeth
earlier generations, the sight of ed with the enjoyment of what he ployees so as to raise those of the intermission!
Reporters—Helen Reeves, Peggy Tomlin, Helen Adams, Harriott
them lined up row on row was reads a magazine story, will be younger members of the force.
Here and now I want to regisSmith, Bonnie Burge.
neither uplifting nor inspiring, more to his taste.
These two groups • for whom ter my protest against this graft
and their exile from the place
BUSINESS STAFF
Lacking in the quality of beau- there could be no common meeting being practiced by certain memwhere
they
have
hung
for
the
tifully written prose of "Years ground remain pitted in unalter. bers of this, paper staff—in all A''
Business Manager
Betty Holloway
past
decade
is
most
welcome.
Arts
Are So Long" the "Sound of Run- able opposition to the ultimate de. the dance^ stories I* notice that
Assistant Business Manager
Guynelle Williams
can
come
nearer
living
up
to
its
ning Feet" was to me only "If I feat of the contract. The mem- among the stags was a "repreAdvertising Manager
Elizabeth Hulsey
name with pictures that are more Have Four Apples" redone with a bers of the office force are drawn
Advertising Assistants
Nell Smith, Catherine Lloyci
artistic and unusual on the walls different set of people. Instead of clearly—we see Mureth Gavil, a sentative Of the student publicaCirculation Manager
Betty Shell
of its entrance than
those of a family group there is presented startled fawn sort of a stenogra- tion." I might,add that my talents
Circulation Assistant
_
Elizabeth Lucas
Washington, Adams, Jefferson, a business group, the office force pher, not without beauty for she are not confined to keyhole peep- and thus ad nauseum.
of a real estate concern. Within had the ''pathetic lovely quality ing, I am also adept at writing
this group there is the younger of the startled young" who when- fashion notes. I demand my cut—
element and the rather frustrated, ever she thought of her job her or should I say break?
Some time ago I made certain
whole thin form went taut, her
somewhat lethargic older group.
In accordance with the recently adopted amendment to
The younger members of the long slim fingers clutched posses- remarks about; the upperlifter
" the constitution of the College Government Association next
sively, the sharp hinged bones in committee for chapel—may I now
, week is officially designated as "Election Week." On Tues- We' are so tired, really tired. office force headed by Gregory her narrow feet flexed in an ef- make a suggestion for a Thursday
day, Wednesday, & Thursday there will be chosen new lead- Not especially of just the hard, Marsh evince the same sentiments fort to retain the golden prize; music program ? Dr. Walden has '
ers for the three main organizations of the campus, as well trying day in and day out routine held by the young daughter and Johnny Palmet, who ordered the recently perfected a clarinet renas for three classes. On Friday the new officers will be in- of studying, running to the libr- son in "If I Have Four Apples"
dition of "Mary' Had a Little
(Continued on page 3)
ducted into office and will take up their official duties im- ary, and cramming for that "pop" that "Youth has had a raw deal.
Lamb," and I'm sure if requested
test that is obliged to come sooner
mediately upon their return from Spring Holidays.
that he could add a few more
later, but of ourselves, our
The coming elections will be held in accordance with the or
numbers to his repertoire. Of
room-mates, and even our closest
provisions set forth in the amendment which represents the
course, it's little Billy's clarinet
We've been so close topresent collegiate administration's attempt at a reformation friend.
but
I heard, from a first hand
gether for such a seemingly long
of election methods. In the proposing, passing, and putting ! time that our disagreeable • atti- It's late, but it's coming up— 1 mean. In fact, the back is no- witness, that Dr Walden was so
into effect of this amendment the present college govern- tude is getting embarrassingly no- the Dress Parade on the Sopho- thing more than* a rather wide enthralled with Mary and her
ment leaders have made definite steps toward bringing more ticeable.
more dance, I mean. What a | strap. And so endeth a horribly lamb that Billy hasn't been able
people into active participation in the leadership of the orWhat an orchestra. What i prosaic description of a most out- to get in a toot on the clarinet.
ganizations. Whether the amendment is the final step or Please don't make it necessary dance.
I'm in favor of key-hole peepers
And what clothes. Each
standing dress.
merely the beginning of a movement yet to be perfected for us to spend another whole boys.
—they
occur in the best of famiwas better looking than the
remains to be seen. The value of the establishing of a nom- quarter without a chance to go dress
Frances
Turner
looked
her
best
lies—but door knob greasers are
And what a' spot that does
inating committee can not be measured until after, the elec- home and see, well—we'll admit, next.
—and
that's
not
bad—in
a
dark
another thing. It seems there is
put me in. The only thing to do
the family and him.
tions are completed.
blue
taffeta
with
white
dots.
It'
at least
one person—Miriam
was to pick out dresses at ranis
trimmed
in
white
rick-rack.
The
It has been the goal of the present leaders of college] We're restless, and our work dom.
Brooks, to you—who thinks greas.
•
government to further the perfection of their association, to isn't' up to par. But what a few The first lady of the dance,/Vir- skirt is flar.ing, the top part is ing door knobs with vaseline then
make it a workable vital force on the campus. Although they day's relaxation and "shorter" ginia Forbes, Sophomore class pre- cut low in front, and, a la Theo- sprinkling with powder is one of
have had rough going, with much criticism, it may be said hours could do! Try us and see if sident, was also one of the first dora, is an open secret to the /the best leisure-time activities she
that they found their stride and were able to make definite the atmosphere won't seem lighter and most outstanding in dress. waistline. Holding the little af- knows. Well, I've heard differcontributions to the campus. In the clarifying and revising around here. And the grades The dress wa of silk voile over fair up are three narrow white ent—we have Lib Donovan's testiof the general rules and regulations and in the endeavoring will rise. We promise! M. ~ a light pink taffeta slip. The back- pique stops over each shoulder. mony to that effect. Trying vto
to reform election methods, they have left an indelible imground of the dress is white and A jacket goes with it, and also deliver, papers along one whole .f?v
pression on the college government association; they have
the figures are in black and some' white carnations in Frances' hair. floor especially when every knob
ANOTHER
COLLEGE
EDITOR
There is a .color called ice-blue has been given a special Brooks
provided a sound foundation for future leaders to build on. ,
form of coral color.
The dress
so
I'll pretend there's -one called treatment is no fun.
The retiring officers of the YWCA can also hand over
My sympaREMOVED
has a roll collar that continues
ice-green.
Margaret
Northcutt's
to their successors an association that has performed a
thy is with Sue Thomason who .. ! • ¥ •
around in the back to form a low
worthwhile service to the campus. Under the present lead- We noticed the other day that pointed decollete. The sash is dress is that color. The back is tried to turn the tables or should
ers the first Institute of Human Relations was held, bringing the editor of the college paper at wide, taffeta, and matches the cut fairly low in a V, and a huge I say knobsi on Miriam and then
'
to the campus outstanding lecturers who very definitely West Tennessee State Teachers coral colored flowers in the dress. pleated bow is in the back. The got caught1 herself.
awoke the student body in general from their mental inertia College has been 'removed from One of the main features of the shoulder and neck line are as one, • Is a student justified in refusfor the space of a week at least, and who were directly res- his office and from school. In costume was the corsage of gladi- with the neck . line running ing to translate when^ said transs
ponsible for a more permanent awakening; of many. Estab- short, he was kicked out. The oli that exactly matched the tone straight. It's folded at.points to lation includes "words" that the
give the impression of pleats and
lishing the Institute as an annual project is perhaps the charge: editorial criticism of the of the dress. V.
:well brought up young lady is notgreatest single achievement of the YWCA during this year. food in the cafeteria and condi- One of the oldest in cut, color from underneath the folds a glim- on speaking terms with? One
,'
By no means to be overlooked are the series of splendid tions in the dormitory.
and material, and certainly one of mer of crystal and brilliant but- French student got her second
'
Vesper programs they have given all through the year—pro- Sounds very innocuous to us> the most attractive dresses that tons. .. ; \ ;
consecutive "zero" for balking at
grams which have built up Vesper attendance to almost un- but maybe they are not very en- put in an appearance was Eleanor Teeny Bethel ought to wear her ;such a translation, much to the
heard of numbers. More recent but equally worthy of lightened, in that parf of the co- Peebles''dress. The material is evening wrap all the time. Not enjoyment of Dr. McGee whose
commendation are the devotional exercises at chapel as untry. They may not realize that heavy and stiff, and appears to that her evening dress wasn't self-admitted diabolical instinct "V
handled by the Y.
i
suppression is the best known cul- shot with .silver, giving something good-looking, because it was, but told,him;1.:she. waj one of two stud,
the coat is breath-taking.
It's
ture
for
the
germs
of
discontent.
of
a
corded
appearance.
The
color
ents / i n the entire class who
The Recreation Association * has kept pace with the acprincess style, buttons
wouldn't translate the "words."
y
complishments of the other organizations in continuing its Anyway we are disappointed to is a sort of a red-orange, definite- full-length,
all
the
way
down,
has
leg
o'
mutknow
that
collegiate
'freedom
of
ly indescribable
but definitely
programs of varied recreational activities. In addition much
Dr. McGee wants to know of all
sleeves and a stand up collar;
serious ^thought has been given to perfecting the organiza- the press has received a set-back. good-looking. The skirt is flaring, ton
i
the
cracks he makes why the
- ,
background is cream and it, is 1
tion within itself to increase its opportunities for service to It is usually true that when a col- very full in> the back and falls in The
in light green and pink. Colonnade prints the worst ones.
the campus. These plans have riot been completed as yet lege editor is removed he has fla- icjl'ds to the floor (Not bad alli- brocaded
Wilson wore purple chif- Our motto—all the news that's fit
, but when put into effect will show the excellent work that grantly abused his privilege, and teration, incidentally). The dress fon,Eloise
,
'
.
Grecian style, draped sleeves. to print!
we
hope
that
is
true
in
this
case.
is
made
with
a
yoke
in
front,
the
• has been done by the officers of that organization. Special
'
The sash is two-tone and orchid Although the student body didn't
commendation should be given to the organization for spon- It should be quite all right to neck line in front is cut in a V, flowers
|
in her hair added the fin-]see fit to» elect me to the nomin. '
' soring a retreat for the officers of all the three organiza- publish fair criticism of local con- and the dress is shirred at the ishing touch.
!
'ating
committee,
I
understand
'
•
tions to study campus situations with a view of working ditions, but some zealots insist' on shoulders. The dress has the ap- There's a vague idea going nominations from the floor are r ' ,
them'out cooperatively. This retreat, we may isay with as- being rabid about it. Then they; pearance of simulated sleeves, al- around in my mind, that this col- !in orders Well, I have a slate all ,
surance, was instrumental in renewing the determination of profess to martyrdom;, when they though that really isn't what they umn has degenerated intd a guess, my own that I intend to propose „
are. I have it on good authority
' ' the Campus leaders to make definite efforts to improve the are asked to withdraw.
game. I describe, and you see here's/ one for president of Recreawork of all three groups—a determination the results ; of Pin the other hand, we admire that they are called Juliet sleeves, ing
if you can visualize ;what I say. tion Association—Coach Joan B u t
wiu® are/easily seen in the work of
the
orgam^tions
duran editor with the intestinal for- but I give that out for what it's
/of guess as guess-can.; It's ler who led the Student Council
, ing M;j|ast)quarter.;':v''' /-;• -;/;;/':;:/;-;;:;;;.
;-'VvAi titude to stand up against real ad- tyorth. ; The roll sleeves continue aSort
howl. All applications^ for; this basketbail team to an ignominious
ministrative V; suppression. •...••' Forw: ;to^the;back and tie in a small
job ofl editor; of Drjess! Parad^-will defeat at the hands of Rec board
Thosel^hom|you will succeed leave you;a real challenge in timatelysuch suppression does not :b^./;;jThe//dre^
during/chailenge week.
. t ' - '• \
'b/e;;carefulry:;cons^
take place ^fteh^—Embry Wheel. ;^:;!;nM;;much;;^
M
etiuallinglttieir^
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With Our Alumnae

. A G. S. C. W. breakfast will Burroughs (18) is teaching in
The Vesper Choir has been re- be given at the Savannah Hotel Danielsville, Ga. •;
Picturesque and daffy speech
ceiving praises daily from its Friday morning, April 16, at eight
from the Daily Collegian;
Sara Dunbar (18) is teaching
newly acquired admirers—Emory o'clock, at fifty cents per person.
"I was moonlighted into loving
Alumnae who expect to attend in Tifton. Her address is 1011
him."
and Tech. The trip was very sucthe G. E. A. are requested to
"We talked until the yawning
cessful from the buffet supper, to make reservations for the break- Love Avenue.
. hours."
the occasion of applause from an fast through Miss Winnie ShepFrances
Roane,
Marguerite
Alice Drake ( 1 8 ) . lives at
"Versatile as a safety pin."
pard, 205 33rd. Street, West, Saeager
audience.
This
trip
grew
"Abrupt as a slammed dooi*." .
175 Brittain Avenue, Athens, Ga.
Spears, and Shack Reddick, reout of the suggestion made by the vannah, Ga.
She is a district Home Demonstrapresentatives from the G. S. C. W.
Basketball is making its, last
burlesque edition of the Colonnade
Sing Sing ought to get a game
stand on the campus for, this sea.
Recreation Association are atCatherine Moor ('35) is kinder, tion Agent.
with Army to prove that the pen
that
the
Men-Women
Relations
son. The tournament games are
garten teacher in the Wm. Robin,
is mighter than the sword.—Vir- tending the convention of the Ge- committee function more properly.
Fannie Morgan (18) is teach'ing
scheduled for next week, and
son
School in Augusta.
Her adorgia Athletic Federation of Colginia Intermont Cauldron.
in LaGrahge.
teams are practicing over time
dress is 1547 Wrightsboro Rd:
lege
Women
at
the
University
of
and then some. Speaking of pracMargaret Garbutt led a discusThese were voted the three Georgia this week-end. Miss WilMary Noble (Mrs. W. G.) Mozticing over time brings Challenge
Grace Pfeiffer ('35) teaches at
sion at the Race Committee on
sweetest
words
in
the
English
ley
is teaching in the Austell High
Week to mind, and also the sad
ly Dean Andrews is also attending
Thomson, Ga.
Thursday
night.
It
was
a
followfate of Student . Council at the language: '
Charlotte Sanchez ('35) is now School, Austell, Ga.
as faculty advisor.
1.
I
love
you
„.
up program on the information Mrs. W. A. Maddox, Jr., and lives
hands of the Recreation Board in
Programs were arranged for
2.
Dinner
is
served
Eunice Pearl Hendricks ('35)
presented by Mr. Curtis Dixon, a at Barwick, Ga.
their game Tuesday afternoon.
the delegation beginning Friday
3.
Keep
the
change
is vocational home economics inThe game was fairly close. (The
night with Open House at the ecent guest of the committee.
4.
All
is
forgiven
last is said out., of respect' for the
Linda Ewing ('35) teaches the structor at Eastonolle, Ga.
Physical Education Building. Dis5.
Sleep
'till
noon
feelings of the coach of the S. C.
Freshman Council teas continue sixth grade in the N. H. Ballard
cussions of topics of general in6. Here's that five
Ruth Cox ('35) of Cartersville
who feels, a trifle bitter about
after- School at Brunswick, Ga.
terest and consideration of prob- to be given on Saturday
And
the
saddest
were:
is teaching in the elementary
the whole affair.) /The redheads
lems of individual colleges were noons. More power to the Fresh1.
External
use
only
j
grades
at Lakemont, Ga.
v
and; brunettes matched blow for
held during Saturday, with each men! They are building up an Emily Summerour ('35) is li2.
Buy
me
one
blow, being pretty evenly matchbrarian at Buford.
of the colleges
represented in "Atmosphere."
3. Out of gas
Priscilla Stanford ('35) teached.
All in all Challenge Week
charge of one phase of the pro4.
Dues
not
paid
was a lot of fun and a grand sucCora Belle Parks ('35) lives at es the first grade at Arlington,
Miss Mary Jane Willett, Nagram.
5. Funds not sufficient
55 W. Washington St., Gainesville, Ga.
cess.
The G. S. C. W. delegates were tional student secretary, was the
6. Rest in peace—Collegiate
Ga., and teaches in the River Bend
With this
spring
weather,
in charge of a discussion, The guest, of the Industrial Relations
Mary Evelyn Short ('35) teachPress.
School.
something should happen to the
Analysis of W. A. A. Set-up in committee recently.
es the third grade at Chula, Ga.
golf and tennis addicts. As the Again we quote from Raymond American Colleges, on Saturday
Ina Neal ('35) teaches the secThe "Y" in cooperating with the
time of year rolls around when Starr's "One More Colyum" of the morning at 10:30.
Each of the
Jane Norman ('35) is teaching
Recreatidn Association threatens ond grade at Clarksville, Ga.
white shoes and light skirts shiv- EMORY WHEEL:
representatives took charge of
at Ty Ty, Ga. :
to lose itself—physically at least.
er out on the campus, tradition
Professor (to student after the one part of the program. Shack
'demands the daring souls to latter's being absent for several Reddick analyzed two types of Monday afternoon Freshman Co- . Otty Wansley (15) is now Mrs.
uncil breezed past
Sophomore J. F. Colbert. She teaches in Car. Florence Dobbins ('35) teaches
clutch their rackets or clubs, as days) How did you get here?
athletic set-ups in colleges; Marthe third and fourth grades at
Commission almost as fast as the nesville.
the case may be, !n hand and venStudent: The stork brought me. guerite Spears analyzed two othMeigs, Ga.
ball did. The game between
ture forth. It .might be added in
Professor: Was that the one ers, and Frances Roane evaluated
Cornelia Chappell, daughter of
passing that in all probability, a one that got arrested for smug- the types of setups that were, dis- Cabinet and the Home Ec Club
Sara Dawkins ('35) teaches the
president,
promised to be unusually good G. S. C. W.'s first
freeze will descend on this neck of gling dope?
cussed.
fifth
grade at Damascus, Ga.
l»with Coach Charlotte Edwards teaches home economics in Atlanthe woods about the day the paper
Other programs of interest incomes out. That couldn't fail to <We are twins and look' alike. cluded a speech on National and supplying moral support from the ta. Her address is 1255 Ponce de
Sarah C. Camp ('35) teaches
Leon Ave.
happen. •„
When we were at school my sis- State Conferences and Organiza- side lines.
the fifth grade at Damascus, Ga.
Miss
Andrews,
Marguerite ter threw an eraser and hit'the tions in the U. S. by Miss Mary
Mrs. J. L. Turk, who was Celia
Spears, Shack Reddick, and Fran, teacher.
She whipped me. She j Kneale, president of the G. A. F. Cabinet met Friday night to
Sarah C. Camp ('35) teaches
ces Roane are attending the G. A. didn't know the difference, but I C. W., a discussion of Tourna- look forward to a new quarter Wilcox (18) is living at Calhoun, mathematics in the Cairo High
F. C. W. in Athens this week-end. did. I was to be married but my ments and their Value in Stimula- when new officers and cabinet Ga.
School.
In case you don't know your ath- sister arrived at the church before tion, and a discussion on Outing members will be at the head of
letic alphabet, that string of let- me and married my beau. He clubs and Camp Craft in Ameri- the organization. When the new Louise Cloud (18) is Mrs! H. T. Edith Allen ('35) is teaching
leaders take over, we sincerely Sessions and teaches at Austelle,
ters stands for the Georgia Ath- didn't know the difference, but I can colleges.
English and Latin at Hilton, Ga.
hope that they have much suc- Ga.
letic Federation of College Women;- did. .
cess. • • '
The attention of/the delegates at
But I got even for all that. I
Martha A. Thompson ('35) is
Lucile Talley (18) of Dalton is
the convention will be centered died last week and they buried
teaching
at Fairburn, Ga.
Opera coffees serve a double teaching in one of the Atlanta
around the theme: Ways of Pro- her.—Griffin High Light.
purpose, as all those who were up schools. She is Secretary of the
moting Interest in Athletics. One
Kate Bryan ('35) is in charge
at the Little Theater last Satur- Atlanta G. S. C. W. club.
of the main discussions will take
Dorrit: The horse that I was
of the seventh grade at Dearing,
day found out. The village sewing
up the types of W. A, A. set-ups. riding wanted to go one way and
Basketball made an exit from circle can't hold a light to them.
Mary Simmons (18) is the as- Ga.
This subject is directly in line I wanted to go, the other.
its position as the major sport on Everyone who came was enthusi- sistant post master at Talmo, Ga.
with the topic that the Recreation
Kitty: Who won?
Nina Hanson ('35) teaches
the campus with flying colors. astic for their friends to be on
Board has been. concentrating on
Dorrit: He tossed me for > it.— More people played basketball
science
and mathematics at Evans,
Mary .Dell Hitchcock (18), who
hand for "La Traviata" on Saty for the past few months. Shack Enotah Echoes.
during the last two weeks than at urday, March 6. . Come and bring is now Mrs. G. F. Dodd, is living Ga.,
Reddick is to make a report along
any previous time during the sea- your knitting or sewing or some- at 917 Darlington Way, Rome,
this line, at the convention.
Professor: Who was Talley- son. Whether they played from
Carrie Kate . Oglesby teaches
Ga.
thing.
The Recreation Association has rand?
,
the fifth grade at Elberton. Her
choice or. necessity is not the quesdiscussed the advisability of makStudent: A fan dancer, and cut tion; they " played.
Challenge
Clyde Anthony
(Mrs. W. E.) J address is 135 Thomas street.
The Industrial Committee ha;?
ing a change in the athletic, set- the baby talk.
week was held from
March 1 heard so much
of sit-down
up here this spring, and tentative
through March 3, with 10 teams strikes in the COLONNADE and
needed an operation he couldn't
plans are being made for such a
Hey, you, in the back of the participating. On Monday, Freshafford, whose wife ran a tea room
changej
This
re-organization room, what was the date of the man Council trounced Sophomore other quarters of the press that it
has
announced
an
investigation
of
to supplement his earnings; Jim
will be made in order to meet the signing of the Magna Charta ?
(Continued from page 2)
Commission, and the Brunette this new technique, to take place
demands of the unskilled and to
I dunno. v
Team came out victorious over on Thursday night in the Confer- twenty-five cent luncheon but who Andrews, whose daughter was
create more interest among the
You don't know, eh? I assigned the Red Heads. The Recreation
secretly' yearned to be able to ready for college, who was deence Room—7:30.
students. •r/./'/rr'Vy/
this stuff last Friday. What were Board walked away with Student
lunch at a private club as did his terarined that he would manage it
There are/ definite indications you doing last night?
Council on Tuesday afternoon to
Social Research heard Col. Er- employers, whose tendency was to somehow; Estie Morris, a spinster,
that a number of the late lamentI was out drinking beer .with the tune of 26-10. The Sophomore
win Sibley discuss the national agree with everyone but the ques- whose father drank, who was posed sports are being exhumed, re- some friends.
Physical Education Majors and rehabilitation program on Thursjuvenated, or whatever happens to
tion of his business advancement sessed with a feeling that 'she had
That's a fine answer. Do you Minors played the Freshman
day night. This is the last meet, lay close to his heart; Kati Oliver,
late lamented sports.
Some of want to stay in this course or "are
not done the right things, but at
Phys. Ed. Majors and Minors on ing of the quarter.
' the chronic hikers have come out you going to do some work?
in
age
and
length
of
sedrvice
the same 'afternoon.
The game
the same time did not see how she
of hibernation, and are' using up
Do some work. I came up here was a close one, with the Sopho.
identified
with
the
younger
workcould have done otherwise*
Men-Women Relations Commitshoe leather at a tremendous rate. to fix the radiator.^-N. Y. U. Commores coming out winners. On tee had to adjourn' to the audi- ers, married to Price who made
The book has the usual ending
Bicyclers have taken a/ new lease merce Bulletin.
Wednesday the team of the Dare torium for their last meeting due less money than she did but who
on life. Perhaps,,-/viie pressing
of boy gets girl, yet it is definite,-;
Devil Demons
challenged Mai- to the overflow. The final meet- didn't care; Greg, who never wilnecessity to lose;'weight before
ly not the conventional
happy
Fourteen rules for handling wo corn's winning Freshman team. ing for the term will be held in
lingly stood still but who scuffed ending for one can't help feeling;
Spring Holidays could have some- men by electricity:
Malcom's team, the winner of the Arts 19 at 7:30 Thursday night.
thing to do with the increasingIf she talks too long—Inter- Basketball Tournament of the Subject to be announced by box in circles even as he talked, who that there Is. nO ultimate happi-/
demand for bicycles. Whatever the rupter.
can't marry unless he has more ness possible for these , people-^
preceed/ing week, was victorious. notices; watch for yours.
motives, more and more blue
money and if he gets more mon- that like Victor Luth they will be
If she wants to be an angle—
horses are pouring into the bicy. Transformer.
obsessed with the dream of be-;
"Girls on the Checkerboard" ey won't want to marry, who is ing constantly pursued by the
' cle treasury.
If she is picking your pocketswill be the topic for the World the author of the contract.' This
" Competitors in the Sophomore Detector.
sound of running feet—fee"t al-.
Affairs Committee next Thurs- group i3 shown in contrast with
Table Tennis Tournament are enr
ways running—sometimes' sound(Continued on page 4)
day. The factory girl of Japan Carrie Ames, whose chief interest
tering oh the last stretch. Or do
(Continued from page 1)
ing like the noise of as many as a
at the mercy of the forces of cap- was to get away from the office
table tennis tournaments have
1
cdurt."
That
is
nothing
really
so
thousand people—a sound that
mores, or I miss my guess.
italism and militaristic national- as soon as possible so as to do her
stretches?
Anyhow it is on the
Every president, when in
Skating, as usual in good wea- bad.
ism will be considered.
Do you marketing on the way home, who puts one in a blue funk—afraid to
•^Oad, to being finished. The Sodoubt,
usually
appoints
some
one
look over a shoulder—yet at the
ther, is proving one of the most
ever wonder how our stores can
phomores supported it whole hear.
popular isports onthe campus. more or less in line with his po- sell so cheaply products stamped thought herself fortunate to have same time not knowing what to
' , tedly, and from all reports had a
Plain and fancy skating is exhibit- litical and economic ideas. It is "Made in Japan?" Come and find a jaflD at her age so didn't expect expect from looking over a shbuli.'
< lot of fun doing it. There are a
ed on the hill between Parks and not the first time that such an at- out something more about it,
I much;
Camden Phillips, who der.
few, potential champions coming
tempt has heen made.
Atkinson
any
afternoon,'
, up,from the ranks of the sopho.

Andrews, Reddick
And Roane Attend
G.A.F.C,W,

Rec. Ass'n Sponsor
Of Challenge Week

On The Book Shelf
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This Time Last Year

Chemists Denounce i Seeing th£ Cinemas
Women
Quarter Plan University
Choir
Leaves
Send Delegates
Patent Medicines Dick Powell, .Madeleine Carroll,
It was announced that the Par.
To Savannah
Faye, the Rite Brothers, and
Sunday For The Chemistry club is sponsor- Alice!
Under Fire
ent-Teachers Congress and the
George
Barbier swing along "lOn
ing a campaign against patent
Home
Economics Association
Several members of the Milled,,
medicines on the campus, being the Avenue" in Twentieth Cenwould hold a conference at G. S.
At
Council
geville Branch of the American
assisted by the Commerce club, tury's newest musical comedy at
C. W. Home-making and parentthe Campus on/Monday and Tues;

Association of University Women
the Biology club, the Home Ec;
education was to be the, ,theme of
are
planning
to
attend
the,nationThe forty-nine choristers of the onomics club, and the Internation- day. Madeleine Carroll, as a
"To have a semester system or
wealthy debutante, walks in on a
the program.
not to have a semester system" al convention which is to be held A Cappella Choir will leave Mil- al Relations club. Posters have Poweil-Faye-Ritz burlesque of the
in Savannah March 15-to 18, with
is the main question that was the. Georgia^ State Division and ledgeville on Sunday morning for been placed around the camp'us, "richest girl in the world"—-folMr. George Opdyke, noted art
and the campaign was opened by
lecturer, made it known that he discussed at the University Coun- the Savannah Branch of the Am- a short two-day . tour during a chapel program on Tuesdaylows a scene, follows a love scene
—boy gets girl—and all ends hapwould- spend several days on thecil meeting, held in Atlanta at erican-Association ..of! University which they will make six appear- morning.
campus. While here he was to Tech and the University Evening Women! sharing honors as hostess ances. "' • » •
.• Carol Black, president of the pily. "This Year's Kisses" a new
Irving Berlin song heads the list
make several talks on art.
School from Wednesday through groups^ Among those going from ' On Sunday afternoon they will Chemistry club, presided and , the of the six song hits—-"I've Got My
here are two state officers, Dr.
sing in Covington, Georgia. They devotional was led by Mary Fran- Love to Keep Me- Warm," "The
Friday.
Amanda
Johnson,
State
vice-preces Manning, from the Commerce
Brown and white shoes made
The University Council meets sident and Miss. Winifred, Crowell, will give their complete three-part club. The first talk was given by Girl on the Police Gazette," "He
their appearances rather .lavishly
at least once a year to decide im- editor of the State News Bulletin. program there, and will repeat it Harriott Smith, of the Interna- Ain't Got Rhythm," • "You're
—maybe it was Spring.
portant questions that pertain to The president of. the Milledgeville j again that night at the Druid tional Relations club, on the Cope- Laughing At Me," and "Shimming on Park Avenue."
The Slavic race was represented the entire University System. The Branch, Miss Ida Pound will also Hills Presbyterian Church in At-land Pure Food Law, its provisi- Claire Trevor
ons and regulations. Mary Louise,,.,^ . .
, m ,and
• ,- ,,Michael
, .
at G. S. C. W. by the Russian Im- Council maps out the work of the attend. Mrs. J. 0. Sallee is the lanta.
'•;'' ..'
?
•
,
,
J
„
I
Whalen
star
in
Wednesday's
feat.
Milledgeville
Branch
representaperial Singers who were brought j survey courses, and at this meetspoke on the dangers, of, ure,
_ (in
^ _Woman/'—a
. . „ r : 'drama
~,.
"Career
tive on the Hospitality committee (On Monday morning they will Turner
certain cosmetics,
and Sara
Me lure. "nflTfim* WmnriTi " ~ o Hwrne
here by the Cooperative Concert
•e
f
Lof a helpless , backwoods. girl
Association. The singers were un- ing the time of the survey exams and will assist at the reception on sing selected portions of their pro- Dowell gave a talk on patent me.
branded
as a "father killer" Isausually fine and provided a fitting was discussed along with the re-Monday evening. Mrs., W. M. gram before the legislative houses dicines.
bel Jewell, the back-woods girl, is
Miller is also a delegate to the na- in Atlanta, appearing before the
close for the artist series.
vision of some of the courses.
completely dominated by her fational convention. Mrs. W. C.
Another important discussion Salley and-Mrs.. Frank Bell have House of Represntatives at nine
Elections
ther—in an argument over Eric
Several changes were accom- was that of changing the require,
and
before
the
Senate
at
nineLinden, the father accidentally .v
been elected delegates to the State
plished in the constitution of the merits for junior college work.
(Continued from page 1)
falls down the stairs and- is ki.lconvention. - Mrs. Sidney McGee thirty.;
College Government Association.
The University ' System had and Mrs. Frank Bell are! to be
lots.
ed. Claire Trevor, who has studiAt eleven o'clock on Monday
been working on the semester sys- pages at A the convention, Others
The seven members of the seni- ed law, defends Isabell, aided by
A sure way of conquering an tem until about four years ago. signifying their intentions of at- they will broadcast over Station or class who were elected to com- Michael Whalen, a brilliant young
inferiority complex is to form, a And now because of the' extra tending at least part of the con%| WSB in Atlanta and later will prise the nominating committee lawyer, who finally, saves the day.
hobby of collecting something— work that can be done in the se- vention are Dr. Euri Belle Bolton, make their last appearance of the established by a recently adopted
•'Stolen Holiday" a First 'Naanything. It was announced that mester, the University of Georgia Miss L. R.G.Burfitt, Miss Willie day at Commercial High School amendment to the constitution in- tional film which depicts the.rise
a hobby show would,be held after nas proposed a change back to ]Dean Andrews, Mrs. Sam Ander- at one o'clock in the afternoon.
clude Elizabeth Stuckey, chairman of an obscure little French manDuring
.Spring
Holidays
the
spring holidays. <
the semester system. At the pres. son and Miss Lolita Anthony. It
of the group; Catherine Mallory, nequin in a tiny modiste shop to
jnt Tech is the only unit of the is. expected that there will be Choir will go'on an extended tour Myra Jenkins, Edna Lattimore, the position of queen of fashions
Registration for elections of all system that has the semester others also to go from here. .:•'.-• of Florida. Their complete itini- Sara Ruth Allmond, Mary Pitts for the world. The hamei of Kay
ary and program will be announc- Allen, and Juliette Burrus. The
major campus officers was held in system.
Francis instantly conjures up viThe headquarters for the four ed in next week's Colonnade.
the individual dormitories. Young At the Council meeting reports days' session will be, the Hotel Deslate of nominees prepared by the sions of magnificent growns and.
"hopefuls" in -the political field Neve given about' the work being Soto, while meetings at various
committee appears elsewhere in no list of the ten best dressed wowere optimistic.
done. Among those the most im- hours will be housed in Savannah's
this
paper.
Statistics Prove
men in the country fails to include
portant one was the report on Municipal Auditorium, the Y. W.»
her name but "Stolen Holiday" is
A protest burst out, editorially, alms and how the use of films C. A:, Telfair Academy .of,-Arts
Collegiate Prattle to be not merely a fashion, show.
(Continued from page 1)
against the electric sign in front was being furthered in the Uni- and Sciences, and elsewhere. •>;•
It is a tense drama with rioting
student were taken out. Of the
of the campus. Since the mark versity System.
mobs on the streets of Paris, interFocussing its attentionV, on the total number of books withdrawn,
(Continued from page 3)
"smack of big business advertisThe teachers from G. S. C. W; theme of ''Education::The Foun- there were four books to : each
If she wants to meet you half national, political, and financial
ing" the writer advocated ''Lights .hat attended the meeting are .Dr. dation for. Social ,Organization," student in the school.' For the way—Receiver.
complications. Calude Rains ap.
Out."
Wells, Dr. Scott, Dr. Little, Miss the program committee has secur- 942 "> students that did check out If she gets too excited—Con- pears as an unscrupulous financier
Brooks, Mr. Stokes, Miss Nixon, ed a list of distinguished speakers', one .or; more books there were 5^68 troller.
who backs Kay in her ventures
Along the Sports line, those Dr. Walden, Miss Nelson,' Miss Dr. Meta Glass, president of the books to each one.
•
If she goes up in the air—Con- while Ian Hunter, who has apdignified Seniors challenged ' the .Martin, Miss Trawick, Dr. Wynn, Sweet Briar College, at. Sweet
peared with her in several picIn comparison with other col- denser.
Junior class to a basketball game. Dr. Boeson, J3r. McGee, Dr. Tay- Briar, Virginia, and president of leges G. S. C. W. does not show
If she wants chocolate—Feeder. tures recently provides the love
lor, Mr. Morgan, and Mr. Capel the American Association of Uni- up so favorably. :Out of a total
If she sings unharmoniously— interest for Miss Francis.
versity Women, Di\ Mary R. Beard enrollment of 1235, there were 14,- Tuner.
Vesper Choir Goes
'•''•;.
historian andJ nation leader in wo- 303 books checked out in 1935, If she Js out of town—TelegraNoted
Britisher
To Tech and Emory
men's educational groups, Dr. Har- making a total of 11.58 books to pher.
ANY SIZE ROLL FUM AND
old Lasswell, professor of political each student. Out of a total en- If she is a poor cook—Dischar(Continued from page 11
NEVH-FAO! n r *
The Vesper Choir made quite a
science, University of Chicago, Dr. rollment of 475 at Agnes Scott, g e r . •••.,•
This
position
he
filled
from
1919
PRINTS. C3TC0IN
successful trip last Sunday to AtKatherine J. Gallagher,1 professor there were 78,389 books checked
If she is too fat—Reducer.
to
1926,
living
for
six
years
at
REPRINTS. 3 CENTI EACN
lanta, where they gave two proof history, Goucher College, and out, making an average of 158.36
If she is wrong—Rectifier.
Geneva,
the
seat
of
the
League.
<7Ac PHOTO SHOP
grams. The program was in the
chairman of the Fellowship books per student. At Shorter
If she gossips, too much—ReguDuring
the
past
eight
years
he
tll.AUCUITA. t / l
form of a Vesper service, with seAwards committee of the national the enrollment is 257. 4371 books lator.
has
four
times
revisited
Geneva.
For
delicious
meals,
courtelections by the choir and readings
were checked out, making an avorganization
of
University
WoIf
she
becomes
upset—Reverser.
ously served, at all hours
by Myra Jenkins and Catherine His summer of 1932 was spent in men, Dr. William Ernest Hocking, erage of 17.4 books for each stud- —Jeffersonian.
Germany,
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and
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Geneva
Calhoun.
professor of philosophy,- Harvard ent. With 1300 students" at Win.
Visit
specially
studying
the
situation
in
throp, 66,978 books were checked
The first program was given at
University,
Mrs.
Helen
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Rex—Ivey-Turner
Emory, Sunday afternoon at five, North Ceniral Europe. During the Social Science Faculty,
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CAFE
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he
made
an
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student.
With
273
thirty. After the program the
Lawrence College and Lecturer in
Restaurant
choir was entertained at Emory tended tour of Austria, Hungary, Vassar College, Mr. Morse Cart- students at Wesleyan 6451 books
Roumania and Yugo.Slavia, meetAnd Ice Cream Parlor
were checked out, making an averwith a buffet supper.
ing and interviewing many of the wright, Director of the American age of 23.63 books per student.
Regular
meals, Sandwiches, and
The second program WAS put on
leading statesmen in that area1. - Association for Adult Education.
Fountain
Service
at 'Tech. The choir was conducted
Representatives
from
the
nine
He has visited and lectured in
D. W. GLASS, Mgr.
to Tech with a police escort.
all the Canadian colleges^ and in sections into which the organizaHOSE
more than one hundred and fifty tion is divided for administrative
American educational institutions. purposes will be present through
Very lovely and sheer at
CHANDLER'S
He speaks with authority and the convention with delegates
from
branches
as
far
flung
as
knowledge on the . work of the
Brighten' up your dress
Milledgeville, Ga.
League of Nations and -associated Hawaii, the Philippines, and the
with
a bouquet of our new
Also visit Beauty Parlor
topics. Sir Herbert has cooperated Orient, as well as Argentina and
- FLOWERS
Mon. & Tues., March 8-9
with the i Carnegie Endowment Europe, in. attendance.

B

CAMPUS

Dick Powell & Madeleine
Carroll in
"ON THE AVENUE"
With Alice Fay

^Wednesday, March 10^
"Slaire Trevor"*& Michael
Whalen in
"CAREER WOMAtf*

§fi
s'.J ( W W

Thurs. & Fri., March 11-12
Kay Francis in
"STOLEN HOLIDAY"
Also your favorite cartoon
character on the screen:in
COLOR
Popeye The Sailor Meets
*SINBAD THE SAILOR"!

BABB'S

every year since 1929 and is well
known tp International Relations
clubs throughout the country.

Up to date fountain and
ice cream made fresh, daily

in
BOTTLES

L. D. Smith's Store

Bell's Beauty Shop
Special prices on all permanent
ivaves and end curls.

WOOTTEN'S

SANDWICH SHOP

WE DELIVER

(Next J. F. Bell's Gro. Store.)

DRUGS

CULVER-KIDD'S

Now On Display At

WOOTTEN'S

Three expert operators

Also your favorite line
of cosmetics.

•I\

I

A>

'I
<l

til*''

4

city—no heat and beautifies tha
nair. -

•i

"LET US SERVE YOU"

Milledgeville, Ga.

Try the new Zotas—no electri-

New Stock Of
EASTER CARDS

Sandwich Shop reopens
Ice Cream, Candy, Sandwiches, Drinks, Hamburgers and Plate Lunches

BINFORD'S

ll>'
J.rt..&.''

Compliments of

When we repair your shoes
they wear in every kind of
weather because we always
use the very best of leather
HARPER'S SHOE SHOP
Phone 215

! >

i-wm

DRINK

1

^;:^j , if:,^A , .i,iUi!^; J

Phone for Appointment 481

, E. E. BELL CO*

